
PATHANIA PUBLIC SCHOOL, ROHTAK 

CLASS – X – ALPHA (HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK 2019-20) 

SUMMER BREAK FROM  27th  MAY TO  23
rd

  JUNE 2019 
* GUIDANCE FOR HOLIDAY HOMEWORK CAN BE SOUGHT FROM THE CONCERNED SUBJECT TEACHERS.  

* All the assigned assignments shall be prepared at home during Summer Vacation. 

* Students must Draw / Paste tape for creating a border on charts & Scrap Book & Write their name, class & section. 

* Revise the syllabus done till date in all subjects for Unit Test & Terminal Exam. 
* Mentioned Written Assignment & Creative work will be evaluated as Subject Enrichment 

Activities for Term-I. 
* Date for Submission of creative work as follows : 

 Hindi, English & Maths  :        01.07.19 

 S.St.,  Bio., Phy. & Chem.  :        02.07.19 

 Computer & Phy. Edu. will be checked as per class time table.  

NOTE : Written Assignments are Compulsory for All Students. 

Creative work will be done as per assigned Roll Nos. 

 

 

English : 

CREATIVE ASSIGNMENT 

1) Story Map : Mention 7 steps to a perfect story. (Roll No. 1-13) 

2) Literary term project : Explain literary devices with examples. (Roll No. 14-26) 

3) Wall hanging : Draw four pictures describing any four stories. (Roll No. 27-39) 

 

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT 

1) Do the following –  

a) Story writing – 2      b) Article writing – 2       c) Letter writing – 2  

2) Practice unseen passage – 10. 

3) Read chapter 4 to 9 both the books. 

Long Questions/Answers : 

4) Give a character sketch of the ‘Post Master’ in your own words. Don’t you think that he should have 

deserved a better recognition and appreciation for his act of charity? 

5) Describe the views of Mendela for the book people who fought and sacrificed their lives for country’s 

political independence. 

6) “ Money can’t make a man as much as education”. Justify the statement in reference to “ Thief’s story”. 

7) Write the synopsis of the chapter “First Flight”  

8) Our mental condition depends on our surroundings and it can be changed according to it. Explain and prove 

with reference to “Dust of snow”. 

9) Write the theme of the poem “Fire & Ice” and literary devices used in it. 

 

fg anh %fg anh %fg anh %fg anh %                            WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT    

    fu Euf yf [k r iz’ u ksa d s mÙkj f yf [k , %&fu Euf yf [k r iz’ u ksa d s mÙkj f yf [k , %&fu Euf yf [k r iz’ u ksa d s mÙkj f yf [k , %&fu Euf yf [k r iz’ u ksa d s mÙkj f yf [k , %&     

1 e wfrZd kj ds iz;k l dks lQ y vkSj ljk guh;  D;k sa dg k x ;k gS \ 

2 dSI Vu  dk Su F kk \ usrkt h d h p’ ek jfgr ewf rZ m ls d Slh  yx rh Fk h \ 

3 ^ ck yx ksfcu  Hkx r f op k jksa ls vk /kqf ud Fk sA * ck yx ksfc u Hkxr * ik B ds v k/k kj ij  Li"V dh ft,A 

4 ckyx ksf cu Hk x r x `gL Fk gksrs gq, Hk h Hkx r D; ksa d gy k rs F ks \ 

5 x k sfi;k ¡ ;ksx  dk lans’ k fd uds fy, mi;qDr e kurh  gS v kSj D; ks \ 

6 mn~/k o ds O ;og kj d h rqyuk fdl&2 ls d h x bZ vk Sj D;ksa \ 

7 ij’ k q jke  d s xq: dkSu Fk s \ os x q: _. k f dl izdkj  mrkju k p k grs F ks \ 



8 jk e&ij’ kqjk e&y{e.k  laokn ds v k/k kj  ij f yf [k , fd ij ’kq jke  dh  Øk s/kiw.k Z ckr sa lqu dj y{e .k us 
mUg sa ’ kwjohj dh  D;k igp k u crk bZ \ 

9 y s[k d d s firk  y s[k d dks I ;kj ls D;k  cqy k rs F ks v k Sj D;ks \ ^ek rk  dk v ¡p y* ikB  ds v k /kk j ij 
fyf [k ,A  

10 ^ek rk dk v¡p y* ikB ds v k /kkj  ij y s[k d ds fir k dh f o’ ks"k rk ,¡ fyf[k,A  

11 Q k nj dk fe y cqYds us fg anh ds f od kl e sa fd l izd kj ;ksx nku f n;k \ 

12 Q k nj dk fe y cqYds dk th ou f dlfy, vu qdj. kh; e ku k t k ldrk gS \ ^e ku oh ; d :.kk dh fnO ; 
p e d* ik B ds v k/k kj ij fyf[k,A  

13 ^mRlk g * d fork  ds ’ kh "kZd dh lkF kZdr k ij fop kj dh ft,A 

14 Q kx qu dh eL rh dk ekuo e u ij D;k izHk ko iM+rk  gS \ ^vV u gha jg h gS* df ork ds v k/k kj ij 
fyf [k ,A  

15 ^vV  ug ha jg h g S* df or k d s v k/k kj ij  olar  _rq dh ’ kksHkk  dk  o.k Zu dh ft,A  

16 ^ek uoh;  d:. kk  dh  fn O; p ed * ik B d s v k/kkj ij  Q knj cqYd s ds ck g ~;  O; fDr Ro dk o. kZu dhf t,A  

17 ^ue  v k¡[kksa dks fx uuk L;k gh  Q Sy k us tSlk g S* ,slk d c vk Sj D; ksa d gk x ;k g S \ 

18 uok c lkg c u s lax h r ds fy, mRlkg  ug ha fn [k k; kA  ys[kd  us Hk h lke us dh cFk Z ij cSBdj 
v kRe lEek u esa v k¡[ks p q jk yh aA ;g k¡ uokc lkg c o y s[k d esa tk s le kurk fn[kk bZ n srh g S] m ls ’ kCn ksa 
ds ek /;e ls fp f= r d hft,A  

19 ckyx ksf cu Hk x r d h e kSr mUg ha ds vuq: i gqbZA ik B ds v k/kk j ij Li"V dhft,A  

20 lwjnk l ds inksa d s v k/kk j ij x ksf i; ksa d h euk sn’k k ij  izdk’ k Mk fy,A 

 

CREATIVE ASSIGNMENT 
1- Nk; kokn h d fo;ksa dk lfp = t hou&ifj p ; f y[kr s g q, ,d wall-hanging rS;k j dh ft ,A   

(Roll No. 1-10) 
2- v kids ’ kgj e sa Q qVckWy Vwu kZesaV dk v k;kstu fd ;k  tk jg k g SA bl fo"k ; ij lf p = f oKk iu  p kV Z ij 

cuk b,A  (Roll No. 11-20) 

3- ^ ck yx ksfcu  Hkxr * ikB esa _r qv ksa ds cg q r g h lqanj ’ kCn fp = mdsj s x , gSaA cn yr s ek Sle  dks n’ k kZr h 
fof o/k  _r qv k sa dh  tk udkjh  nsr s gq, p kVZ rS;kj d hf t,A  (Roll No. 21-30) 

4- L ora= rk v kan ksyu esa lf Ø; Hkk xhn kj h nsus oky h ef gy kv k sa ds fp = ksa dk lax zg dj  dksy kt+ cukb ,A 
(Roll No. 31-39) 

 

Maths : 

 

1) Solve the following equation for x : 

 9x
2
 – 9(p+q)x + (2p

2
 + 5pq + 2q

2
) = 0 

2) Three consecutive positive integers are such that the sum of the square of the first and the product of other 

two is 46, find the integers. 

3) If both roots of the equation 

 x
2
 – (m+1)x + (m+4) = 0 are negative then m equals 

4) Find the roots of the following quadratic equation : 

 x
2
 – 3√5� + 10 = 0 

5) Solve the following quadratic equation for x. 

 x
2
 – 4ax – b

2
 + 4a

2
 = 0 



6) Solve the following quadratic equation for x. 

 4√3x
2
 + 5x – 2√3 = 0 

7) Solve for x : 
�

���	��

 = 

�

��
 + 

�

	
 +

�

�

 

8) If the quadratic equation px
2
 – 2√5 + 15 = 0 has two equal roots, then find value of p. 

9) The diagonal of a rectangular field 60 meters more than the shorter side. If the longer side is 30 

metres more than the shorter side, find the sides the field. 

10) If – 5 is a root of the quadratic equation 

 2x
2
 + px – 15 = 0 and the quadratic equation 

 P(x
2
 + x ) + k = 0 has equal roots, find the value of k. 

11) Sum of areas of two squares is 400 cm. If the difference of their perimeters is 16 cm, find the sides 

of the two squares. 

12) Find the value of p, for which one root of the quadratic equation px
2
 – 14x + 8 = 0 is 6 times the 

other. 

13) Two taps running together can fill a tank in 3 ( �
��

) hours if one tap takes 3 hours more than the 

other to fill the tank, then how much time will each tap take to fill the tank ? 

14) While boarding an aeroplane, a passenger got hurt. The pilot showing promptness and concern, 

made arrangement to hospitalize the injured and so the plane started late 30 minutes to reach the 

destination, 1500 km away in time, the pilot increased the speed by 100 km/hr. Find the original 

speed per hour of the plane. 

15) Show graphically the following system of equations has infinitely many solutions : 

 X – 2y + 11 = 0; 3x – 6y + 33 = 0 

16) Show graphically the system of linear equations: 

 4x – 3y + 4 =0, 4x + 3y – 20 = 0 Find the area bounded by these lines and x-axis. 

17) Given the linear equation 2x + 3y – 8 = 0, while another linear equation in two variables such that 

the geometrical representation of the pair so formed is (i) intersecting lines (ii) Parallel lines (iii) 

coincident lines 

18) Solve the following system of equations in x and y 

 (a – b)x + (a + b )y = a
2
 – 2ab – b

2
, 

 (a + b) (x + y) = a
2
 + b

2
 

19) The difference of two numbers is 5 and the difference of their reciprocals is 
�

��
 Find the numbers. 

20) Find the number of solutions of the following pair of linear equations : 

 X + 2y – 8 =0 and 2x + 4y = 16 ,
�


	
-	
�

 = 2ab 

 

21) Find the value of K for which the system 

 2x + 3y – 7 = 0 and (K – 1)x + (K + 2)y – 3K =0 has many infinite solution. 

22) The sum of numerator and denominator of a fraction is 3̂  less than twice the denominator. If each 

of the numerator and denominator is decreased by 1, the fraction becomes 
�

�
Find the fraction. 

23) A train travels at a certain speed for a distance of 54 km and then travels a distance of 63 km at an 

average speed of 6 km/h more than the first speed. If it takes 3 hours to complete the total journey, 

what is its first speed ? 

24) A motor boat whose speed is 24 km/hr in still water takes 1 hr more to go 32 km upstream than to 

return downstream to the same spot. Find the speed of the stream. 



25) A motor boat whose speed is 18 km/h in still water takes 1 hour more to go 24 km upstream than 

to return downstream to the same spot. Find the speed of the stream. 

26) A train travels at a certain average speed for a distance of 63 km and then travels a distance of 72 

km at an average speed of 6 km/hr more than its original speed. If it takes 3 hours to complete the 

total journey, what is its original average speed? 

27) The sum of first six terms of an arithmetic progression is 42. The ratio of its 10
th

 term to its 30
th

 

term is 1:3. Calculate the first and the thirteenth term of the A.P . 

28) In an A.P , the first term is 2, the last term is 29 and sum of the terms is 155. Find the common 

difference of the A.P. 

29) The first and the last terms of an AP are 17 and 350 respectively. If the common difference is 9, how 

many terms are there and what is then sum? 

30) Find the common difference of an A.P .whose first term is 5 and the sum of its first four terms is 

half the sum of the next four terms. 

31) Find the sum of all multiples of 7 lying between 500 and 900. 

32) The common difference of the Ap 

          
�

   �
, 
���

�
 , 
����

�
 . . . . . . . is 

33) Find the number of terms of the AP 

             18 ,
��

�
 , 13, . . . . . , - 

��

�
 and find the sum of all its terms. 

34) If the sum of first 7 terms of an AP is 49 and that of 17 terms is 289, Find the sum of first n terms. 

35) Find the 60
th

 term of the AP 8 , 10 , 12, . . . . . . . , if it has a total of 60 terms and hance find the sum 

of its last 10 terms. 

36) The fourth term of an A.P is Zero. Prove that the 25
th

 term is triple its 11
th

 term. 

37) In an A.P. first term is 5, last term is 45 and sum = 400. Find the no. of terms and common 

difference of A.P. 

38) If the ratio of the sum of first n terms of two AP’s is ( 7n + 1) : ( 4n + 27), then find the ratio of their 

mth terms. 

39) Which term of the sequence 

             20 , 19
�

�
 , 18

�

�
 , 17

�

�
 , . is the first negative term? 

40) If the ratio of the sum of first n terms of two AP’s is (7n + 1): (4n + 27), then find the ratio of their 

mth terms. 

41) In an A.P., if the common difference (d) = -4 and seventh term (a7) is 4 then find the first term. 

42) The sum of four consecutive numbers in A.P. is 32 and the ratio of the product of the first and last 

term to the product of two middle terms is 7:15. Find the number. 

43) Find the quadratic polynomial, the sum and product of whose zeroes are √2 and - 
�

�
  , respectively 

also find its zeroes. 

44) If the two zeros of polynomial  

 f (x) = x
3
 – 4x

2
 – 3x + 12 are √3 and - √3  then find its third zero. 

45) Find all the zeros of the polynomial 

 f (x) = 2x
4 

– 3x
3
 – 3x

2
 + 6x – 2, if two of its zeros are √2 and - √2 . 

 

 

 



46) Obtain all zeros of the polynomial 

 f (x) = 2x
4
 – 2x

3
 – 7x

2
 + 3x + 6 , if its two zeros are

3

2
−  and 

3

2
. 

47) Apply the division algorithm to find the quotient and remainder on dividing 

 f (x) = x
3
 – 3x

2
 +5x – 3by 

 g (x) = x
2 

– 2 

48) If the polynomial  

 F (x) = x
4 

– 6x
3
 + 16x

2
 – 25x +10 is 

 Divided by another polynomial x
2
 – 2x + k, the remainder comes out to be x + a, find k and a. 

49) The value of K, if x
2
 + 2x + k is a factor of  

 2x
4
 + x

3
 – 14x

2
 + 5x + 6 is. 

50) Find all zeros of the polynomial 

 f (x) = 2x
3
 + x

2
 – 6x – 3, if two of its zeros are -√3 and √3. 

51) If (x + p) is a factor of the polynomial 

 2x
2
 + 2px + 5x10. Find p. 

52) Find all the zeroes of the polynomial 

 x
3
 + 3x

2
 – 2x – 6, if two of its zeroes are √2 and - √2. 

53) Find all zeroes of the polynomial 

 2x
4
 – 9x

3 
+ 5x

2
 + 3x – 1 if two of its zeroes are 2 + √3 and 2 - √3 . 

 

Science :     CREATIVE ASSIGNMENT 

Biology : (Roll No. 1-13) 

1. Nano bubble generator to remove soil and Algae from the water bodies. 

2.  Electrostatic precipitator 

3.  Prepare a model for food processing to avoid wastage of food. 

4.  Prepare a model of scrubber to remove pollutants from air. 

5.  Prepare a model on “organic farming”. 

Chemistry : (Roll No. 14-26) 

6. Prepare a working model on distinguish between Homogenous & Heterogeneous mixture &                

classifying in to true solution, suspension & colloidal sol. Study the difference b/w them  on basis of 

particle size, visibility, Rate of settling (Sedimentation), Brownian motion, Tyndall Effects & 

Filterability. 

7.  Make a model on Bohr’s atomic model with their characteristics motion of electrons in orbits. 

8.  Make a model on structure of graphite. 

9.  Make a model on structure of sulphur both ( S8 & S6) 

10.  Make a model on filtration tank in a jar containing a layer of gravel, sand etc. 

Physics : (Roll No. 27-39) 

11.  Tyndall effect working (using light)  

 12.  Potato battery (citric fruit) 

13.  Lactometer (Archimedes Principle) 

 14.  Telescope  (irrational) 

 15.  Newton’s third law of motion (cart balloon) 

 16.  Black-body (working model) 

 

 

 



Biology :    WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT 

1) What is the most important criteria to decide whether something is living? 

2) What are different types of nutrition? Explain with example. 

3) What is phagocytosis ? 

4) Write complete mechanism of photosynthesis. 

5) What are the raw materials required for photosynthesis. From where does plant gets these raw 

materials. 

6) Write the functions of the following –  

a) Saliva   e) Intestinal Juice 

b) HCl in stomach f) Tongue in mouth 

c) Bile Juice   g) Teeth in mouth 

d) Pancreatic juice 

7) Draw diagram of human alimentary canal and explain the process of nutrition in humans. 

8) Where does digestion get completed in human beings and how? 

9) Explain how small intestine is designed to absorb digested food. 

10) What are the different ways in which glucose is oxidized to provide energy in various organisms. 

11) How are lungs in human beings designed to maximize the area for exchange of gases. 

12) Why rate of respiration is higher in aquatic animals than terrestrial organisms. 

13) Why there is need of a circulatory system in higher multicellular organisms. 

14) a) How is food transported in plants? 

 b) How does water gets transported in plants. 

15)  How are alveoli designed for exchange of gases? 

16)  Why double circulation in necessary in human beings. 

17)  Describe the process of urine formation in kidneys and draw diagram of a nephron. 

18)  Draw a labelled diagram of human heart and answer the following  

 i) Blood vessel that brings oxygenated blood to heart. 

 ii) Chamber that receives oxygenated blood. 

 iii) Vessel that receives deoxygenated blood from the lower part of our body. 

19)  Draw human excretory system and write the function of (a) kidneys (b) Ureters (c) Urinary bladder 

20)  Draw human respiratory system and label 

 a)  Trachea 

 b)  Trachea divides into two tubes_________. 

 c)  Balloon like air sacs _________. 

 d)  Outer membrane of lungs.  

Chemistry :     WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT 

 

1) Explain the detectionary test for H2 – gas? 

2) Explain the detectionary test for CO2- gas? 

3) Explain the overall process & Electrical reaction occurs on electrodes in case of electrolysis of water. 

4) Why the colour of lime water becomes dark after 2 or 3 days on applying to walls? 

5) Explain all the different types of indicators with change in presence of acid & base with their 

originality? 

6) Explain the preparation & uses for following salts 

a) Washing Powder   b) Caustic Soda 

7) Are the crystals of salts really dry comment on this? 



8) Why magnesium is rubbed with sand paper before burning. Which types of reaction occurs on 

burning & writes the nature of product and also explains the reaction when this product reacts with 

Hydrochloric acid? 

9) An element ‘A’ which is used in increasing the PH value of soil. These elements in aqueous solution 

produce so much amount of Heat with compound ‘B’. Element ‘A’ on passing carbon dioxide 

producing compound ‘C’. This element ‘C’ is the main constituents of marble stone. Write the A,B& 

C with reaction happened to ‘C’ on dry heating. 

10) Write the compound whose oxidation, reduction takes place in given chemical equation. Also, write 

which is acting as oxidizing agent & reducing agent. 

 MnO2 + HCl� Mncl2 + Cl2 + H2o 

Physics :     WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT  

1.a)  State ohm’s law. 

b) Draw a circuit diagram for the verification of ohm’s law. Also plot graphically the variation of 

current with potential difference. 

c) Calculate the resistance of a wire when a potential difference of 2V is maintained for 1A current to 

flow through it. 

1) In a house 3 bulbs of 100 watt Each lighted for 5 hours daily. 2 fans of 50 watt each of 1.00 kW is 

used for an hour daily. Calculate the total Energy consumed In a month of 31 days and its cost at 

the rate of Rs. 3.60 per KWH. 

2) A geyser of 2 KW is used to heat 20 kg of water. Calculate the time taken in raising the temperature 

of water by 30
0
C. The specific heat of water is 4200 J kg

-1
 C

-1
. 

3) Give four reasons why nichrome elements is commonly used in household appliances? 

4) Describe some Practical Application of heating effect of Electric Current. 

5) Draw an Expression for the Equivalent resistance of three resistances connected In Series. Also 

draw the schematic diagram of the Circuit? 

6) How we can Classify Solids on the basis of their resistivity value? 

7) Activity: - i) how can we glow an LED without attaching with battery and Do that by using 

Electromagnetic Induction? 

      ii) To find the Approximate focal length of a Concave mirror and find the Angle of deviation by 

using Prism? 

8) Gives Conventional Symbols used for the various Electrical Components In the circuit diagrams. 

9) How a Simple Galvanometer is Converted In to Voltmeter and ammeter. 

 

Social Studies     WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT 

  

1) Explain the growth of nationalism in India. 

2) How did sense of collective belongingness create nationalism? 

3) How did Non-cooperation movement start with participation of middle class people in the cities? Explain its 

impact on the economics front. 

4) Why was congress reluctant to allow women to hold any position of authority within the organization? 

5) Why did Gandhiji decide to launch a nationwide Satyagraha against the proposed Rowlett Act 1919? 

6) Evaluate the role of business classes in civil Disobedience Movement. 

7) Why did Gandhiji decide to withdraw Non-cooperation movement in February 1922? Explain 

8) How did nationalism develop In India ? 

9) How did Salt March become an effective tool against colonialism? 

10) What were the experiments done by Gandhiji on Satyagraha? Explain 

11) How can you contribute to minimize the pollution? Explain 



12) “ Indiscriminate use of resources has led to numerous problems”. 

13) Describe the geographical and ethic composition of Belgium and Sri Lanka. 

14) How have Belgium and Sri Lanka dealt with the question of power sharing differently? 

15) “Most federation that are formed by ‘Holding together’ do not give equal power to its constituents states”. 

Explain 

16) How the language policy of India is different from that of Sri Lanka. 

17) “People have conflicting development goals” Explain with suitable examples. 

18) “Though the level of income is important, it is an inadequate measure of the level of development”. Justify 

the statement. 

Make a Project file on anyone of the following topic (Compulsory for All Students) 

1. Consumer Rights 

2. Money and Credit 

3. Natural / Manmale disasters 

4. Pressure Groups & Movement Groups 

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT 

Computer Application : 

1) What is Web Browser? Write down some common web browser name. 

2) Write syntax to create link to an e-mail address. 

3) What is e-commerce? Give an URL for each of the application area of e-commerce. 

4) Identify domain names and URL(s) from the following list :- 

a) Cbse @ cbse.com 

b) Yogaday.com 

c) www.healthworld.com/old/Index.html 

d) Http://www.cbse.nic.in 

e) 193.169.1.0 

f) http://healthyworld.com 

5) Write full forms of the following: 

a) HTML  b) HTTP  c) URL  d) TCP/IP  e) XML  f) SMTP 

6) Define any 5 Internet Services. 

7) Write the URL of 2-2 websites of the following Internet Services. 

a) E-mail service Provider   f)   E-Learning 

b) E-Commerce    g)  E-group 

c) E-Banking    h)  Social Networking 

d) E-Shopping    i)   Blogs. 

e) E-reservation 

8) Mention any 2 attributes of following tags along with their significance: 

a) <Body>    f)  <a> 

b) <Img>    g)  <Table> 

c) <Font>    h)  <Tr> 

d) <Hr>    i) <TD> 

e) <OL> 

9) Discuss the role of web servers and web clients briefly. 

10) How is HTML different from SGML? 

11) Write HTML code of H2O.  

12) Write HTML code to generate the web page as shown below having lists in the given styles: 

Career option : 

• Medical  1. Medicine 2. Research 

• Engineering 

• Marketing 



13) How e-mail address and URL are different from each other? Explain with suitable example 

 

14) Write the HTML code to produce the following table: 

 

One 

Two 

Three        Four 

 

 

15) Write HTML code to produce the following table: 

Marks Details 

Roll No. Name English Science Maths 

Phy Chem Bio 
 

 

CREATIVE ASSIGNMENT 

1) Prepare a chart or PowerPoint presentation to demonstrate the steps to design a Blog (free) on Gmail. (Part 

of Ch-2) (Roll No. 1-10) 

2) Make a wall Hanging to explain various services of Internet (ch-2) paste pictures also. (Roll No. 11-20) 

3) Design a wall Hanging to show various web browsers available. [Give explanation in brief along with their 

Picture/Icons. (Ch. – 5) (Roll No. 21-30) 

4) Make a collage to show various Hardware and software requirement for connecting to Internet. Collect 

related pictures from magazines and Internet. (Roll No. 31-39) 

 
Physical Education : (Compulsory for All Students) 

1. Athletics (History) 

 a) Staggers b) Track events c) Type of Start d) How to Finish 

 e) Hurdle Race f) General rules of track events 

 g) Space-Task equipment-people 

h) Field events, Long jump, High jump, Triple jump, Pole Vault, Shotput, Discus Throw, Javelin Throw, 
Hammer Throw 

2. Swimming 

 a) History  b) Latest rules of Sports  

c) Fundamental skills of sports 

3. Basketball 

 a) History  b) Latest general skills 

 c) Ground details d) Fundamental skills 

Make anyone project as instructed in class : 

Project-I   Swachh Vidyalaya, Swachh Bharat. 

Project-II Dignity of Labour 

Project-III Empathy 

Project-IV Care for homeless children 

Project-V Being safe and responsible 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


